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The Department of Psychology, Faculty of Social Sciences, AMU was established as
an independent department in 1964 as initially it was part of the Department of
Philosophy. Prof. Anwar Ansari became its first Head of the Department.
Currently, it is one of the most popular psychology departments across the
country with ever improving infra structure and facilities. We presently have a
very active team of teachers, staff, students and research scholars.

The Psychological Society came into existence by the joint efforts and co-
operation of the students and faculty members of department of psychology. The
Society aims at the development of a scientific temperament amongst its readers
and to bring forward common and generally misunderstood concepts of
psychology in the simplest of ways imaginable through the means of this
newsletter. This is the official newsletter of Psychological Society, AMU , Aligarh.

‘DePsypher’ aims to bring forth informative articles,experiences and creativity
generated by young minds in the field of psychology. The newsletter also aims to
provide an update on all the events being conducted in the department and by the
Society throughout the year. The Psychological Society continues to host
programs which intend on bringing about a change in society through 
awareness and education.
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I wish the teachers and the students of the

Department of Psychology the very best

in the years to come and I commend the

hard work of the Editorial Team who have

worked hard to bring out this newsletter.

Message from the Vice-
Chancellor's desk
PROF. TARIQ MANSOOR

It gives me immense pleasure to learn that the

Psychological Society of the Department of

Psychology is going to publish their newsletter

‘DePsypher’, for the session 2019-2020.

This initiative is taken so that the university fraternity

is well informed of the developments and significant

events of the department. Since its inception the

Department of Psychology has constantly been

contributing in the area of academics and research and

both faculty members as well as the students have

brought laurels for the University in various fields.

I am confident that the Department will continue to

nurture its academically friendly environment and

harness and channelize the potential of is students and

provide them with a direction towards achieving

excellence. I am sanguine that the Psychological

Society’s newsletter ‘DePsypher’(2019-2020), will

provide its readers a valuable insight of the

development in the Department.

( Prof. Tariq Mansoor)



Message from the
Dean's desk
PROF. NESAR A. KHAN

1 CORINTHIANS 15:58

I would like to begin by congratulating the

Psychological Society of   Department of Psychology,

Aligarh Muslim University for being able to put

together the second edition of their newsletter

‘DePsypher’.

The newsletter is aimed at bringing about all the

relevant events and information that happened in the

session 2019-2020, in the Department. It is an absolute

pleasure to see students and teachers work hard and

with zeal and enthusiasm to cross the academic realms

and go beyond the horizon to bring out the creative

blend to issues that need attention. 

I am confident and assured that this newsletter creates a

forum where everyone gets an opportunity to put

forward their views, creativity and suggestions.

Moreover, this issue shall in its path be enlightening

all of us, be it students, scholars or teachers. To hold

knowledge of things is what will pave the path to a well

informed mind of an individual. One must always look

forward towards making life more fruitful and give it a

better meaning. It is important to hold each moment

accountable for the lesson it leaves behind once

it passes us by. At times, it may feel like a difficult task

to keep moving forwards but we must have the strength

to soldier through it. Surrendering in the face of

difficulties should not be considered as a way out, you

can always take a pause, analyse and then move

forward towards the path of acceptance and success.

Even in the times of COVID-19, I am thrilled to

see the efforts of the students and teachers of the

Department of Psychology, bearing fruit. It is

through their cumulative efforts as a team that the

end result came out to be a success. One must

always truly believe in what they want as an end

product of their endeavours, it is easier to pass the

journey with the end in mind. In these challenging

times of a pandemic, to find ways in which ideas

can be heard is praise worthy. I would once again

like to extend my good wishes to the team as I

look forward to reading and experiencing through

words all that the writers have to say about

psychology in their own creative ways.

( Prof. Nesar A. Khan )



It is a matter of immense pleasure that the Department

of Psychology, Aligarh Muslim University has started

rolling out an exemplary newsletter since last year.

Optimistically, this newsletter will captivate the readers

with its trailblazing and veristic style same as its

predecessor. It will firmly encapsulate the important

affairs that would otherwise have been overlooked in

the deluge of information we encounter in our day to

day lives. I am also assured and heartened that this

newsletter creates a forum where everyone gets an

opportunity to put forward their views, creativity and

suggestions. 

Moreover, this issue shall in its path be enlightening all

of us, be it students, scholars or teachers. The idea

behind this venture has a deeper meaning which must

resonate in our minds every step of the way. To remain

informed and enlightened is the greatest gift of

humanity.

I therefore suggest you to not measure your life in

spoons full of ash of the remnants rather remain

informed and stimulated towards making your dream a

reality. Be prepared to take the advantage of the

dynamic and evolving environment and seek the path

which you will not regret.

Also, do not swither in pursuing what you truly believe.

Though you may momentarily falter in your choices,

may find some errors of judgements, but what matters is

the prospect of building a brighter tomorrow. You must

therefore not surrender in the desperate times and

believe in the fact that a new day is always awaiting.

I congratulate the managing team and the

Psychological Society for their vigorous and

determined efforts. It is due to their persistent work

and perseverance which did not let our expedition

be hindered even in these challenging times when

the whole world is on halt in the wake of a

pandemic. I extend my greetings and good wishes

to the team and look  forward to reading many

more articles and other creative pieces in each

subsequent edition of this newsletter.

Message from the
Former Dean's desk
PROF. AKBAR HUSAIN

(Prof. Akbar Husain)



We need not be fearful as time and again

crisis have led to new developments.

Frustration with hope is the most constructive

process so keep the hope alive and change the

world in your own way.

I urge the students to take up the challenge in

a positive way and turn this frustrating

situation into an opportunity. This is possible

only when you find innovative means to

move beyond the class room and prescribed

syllabus in quest

for excellence. 

 

"We cannot solve our problems with the same

thinking we used when we created it."

- Albert Einstein.

"Therefore, my
dear brothers
and sisters,
stand firm. 
Let nothing move
you. Always 
give yourselves
fully to the work
of the Lord,
because you
know that your
labor in the
Lord is not in
vain.”
1 CORINTHIANS 15:58

It gives me pleasure to present the second issue of

DePsypher,  a newsletter by the Psychological Society of

the Department of Psychology. At the onset I would like

to congratulate the entire editorial team for compiling this

issue in the middle of a pandemic. These are stressful

times not only on account of physical health but the

impact it is having on our mental health. All of us, due to

the fear that this pandemic has generated and the

subsequent lockdown, have had our moments of anxiety

and depression. The stress generated by this health crisis

is felt by all section of the society. Hence it should serve

as a wakeup call towards the importance of mental health

issues and I am sure this newsletter will contribute in

raising awareness on this account. 

Another issue that caught the attention of all of us was the

human tragedy that unfolded on the streets of cities due to

social and economic inequality. We as a society cannot

close our eyes to the pain and sufferings of our fellow

human beings as it does not augur well  for our mental

health. A healthy mind can exists only in a healthy

society. If we are surrounded by hunger and destitution

very few can ignore it and stay happy. It was heartening to

see the energy and organizing skills of students who rose

to the occasion and contributed their time and resources to

make these poor people comfortable.

The crisis has also challenged old ways of thinking and

doing things, which may have appeared intimidating but it

provides an opportunity for the young brains to create a

new and better world. 

Message from the
Chairperson's desk
PROF. ROOMANA N. SIDDIQUI

(Prof. Roomana N. Siddiqui)



I would like to quote Sigmund Freud here “Out

of your vulnerabilities will come your

strength.”

Last but not the least, I would like to

congratulate the Editorial team for their energy

and willingness for successful completion of

the second edition of DePsypher. Without their

efforts this achievement was not possible. 

Congratulations to the entire team of

Psychological Society and the Department of

Psychology.

May this Newsletter grow from leaps to

bounds.

Happy reading!

The Psychological Society of Department of

Psychology, at Aligarh Muslim University has

reached a small but a very significant milestone

with the release of the second issue of the

Newsletter “DePsypher”. 

Achieving this place during the COVID 19

pandemic was no less than a Herculean task. The

purpose of this newsletter is to give our students a

platform to make their voices heard.

Students are encouraged to share relevant personal

experiences, explore current psychological issues,

express well- researched opinions, find innovative

means of moving beyond the class-room and

prescribed syllabus in their quest for excellence in

the field of psychology. I hope that this newsletter

would grow and become a medium for students to

fall in love with the wonders of Psychology.

However, this marks the end of another successful,

albeit challenging year for our society as COVID-

19 redefined life for everyone. This year as teacher-

in-charge of Psychological Society was supposed to

be a time to proceed with important initiatives.  The

COVID-19 situation made this difficult but we

continued to work towards improving critical

aspects of our academic as well as non-academic

missions.   Special recognition should go out to our

incredible office bearers and members of society

who have again been instrumental in helping me as

teacher in charge and keeping us going during these

difficult times. 

Although challenges still lie ahead, I am optimistic

about our collective ability to handle future issues.

Message from the
Incharge's desk
DR. SARAH JAVED

(Dr. Sarah Javed)



Message from the Office Bearers (2019-2020)

The Psychological Society, Department of Psychology, AMU, started its journey with 60

members sitting in a room, each full of a million colourful ideas. Overwhelmed with this

response, I was quite sure this was going to be an exciting and a thrilling ride. As we moved

ahead the happy realization that, if given a chance all these budding psychologists could do so

much for the world, struck me. For the many events the society organized, each and every

member worked diligently throughout to make it a success. As much hope as we had, we had

no idea that the society would reach such incredible heights. A special mention to Prof.

Roomana N. Siddiqui (Chairperson, Dept. of Psychology) for all the opportunities she

provided us, to Dr. Sarah Javed (Teacher incharge, Psychological Society) for her constant

support and guidance and to my fellow office bearers Yusra Khan, Fabeha Ahmed, Snowy

Rahi and Uzma Sarwat for their continuous efforts and hard work. I am glad and proud that

the society could make a difference in the lives of so many people, in so many different ways

and I'm sure it'll continue doing so in the years to come. I would conclude by quoting Ralph

Waldo Emerson- "A great man is always willing to be little."

Best of luck!

AMNA ANSARI
PRESIDENT 

PSYCHOLOGICAL SOCIETY

The academic year of 2019 – 2020 has truly been quite a roller coaster for the

Psychological Society, Department of Psychology, AMU, Aligarh. When this journey

began, we were unaware just how many lives we would be able to connect and collaborate

with, the amount of issues that would be brought to the spot light and how welcome a

response the team would get for their efforts. The Society, under the guidance of Prof

Roomana Siddiqui, the chairperson of the department and with the help of Dr. Sarah Javed,

Teacher Incharge, along with the steadfast efforts of the president and my dear friend,

Amna Ansari has reached heights that were quite unimaginable at the start. The team of

students, who put their best foot forward each and every time, is the sheer reason that this

year has been such a tremendous one for the society.

What began as a thought, has renovated itself into an actuality, and I congratulate each and

every member of the team and wish to see the Psychology Society reach even greater

heights for the years to come. YUSRA KHAN
VICE-PRESIDENT

PSYCHOLOGICAL SOCIETY

FABEHA AHMED
SECRETARY 

PSYCHOLOGICAL SOCIETY

I wish to utilise this valedictory address as an opportunity to proclaim my profuse pride

and exultance which I had the honour of experiencing as a member of this esteemed and

cordial society. With utmost candour and without any sliver of reticence I want to

express my earnest gratitude to all the patrons, members, participants and subjects of the

society under whose oversight and companionship I had the pleasure of performing my

duties with due diligence. We had grandiose devises which we had realized; from

organizing a plethora of competitions, workshops, and of course seminars, to

understanding human psyche from the lens of individuality with a much detailed

perspective. However, in the wake of the ongoing pandemic, it seems an arduous task to

achieve all which has been planned, but I have full faith that our successors will leave no

stones unturned to realize them. 

Thank You.



Message from the Editorial Team (2019-2020)

SNOWY RAHI
EDITOR  

PSYCHOLOGICAL SOCIETY

I feel so exhilarated while saying that the Psychological Society has now

successfully made a positive impression around the campus with the persistent

efforts and creative approach of its members. In a world where every stable

possibility about the future is falling apart, addressing mental health and

normalizing conversations about it should be our primary concern. The Society

has certainly altered the reluctant environment of our department and turned it

into a vibrant one. It has provided a democratic space where every member can

voice their opinions, learn new skills, challenge their comfort zone, showcase

their talents, and most importantly evolve throughout the process. 

I sincerely hope that the legacy that has been created is taken forward. The seed

that we planted today is nurtured to grow into an ever growing tree tomorrow.

Because in the end, it is only hope and kindness that keep us going. 

Let there be discussion, debate, dissent, and awareness. 

Let there be light!

UZMA SARWAT
CO-EDITOR

PSYCHOLOGICAL SOCIETY

I would be lying if I say that it was a smooth session in terms of the events

which still feel unreal, but even in the face of hardships the students as well as

the teachers refused to cave. ‘DePsypher’ chronologically showcases the hard

work and creativity that took place throughout the session of 2019-2020.

What makes this edition special is that, when all of us were home due to the

challenges posed by COVID-19, everyone decided to remain active and

contributed to this newsletter by manifesting ideas and giving them shapes that

have colored the pages of DePsypher.

Times are changing and in order to survive and thrive we must change with

them. It is time to look at things with a new perspective. It is time to explore the

arenas which were unknown to us by now or simply curtained behind ignorance

of this era.

The perfect way to make something out of you is to read and read on. A reader

always has company of the most brilliant of minds not limited by physical

restrains of human existence.

Jim Rohn rightly said, “The book you don’t read, won’t help.”



World Suicide Prevention day was observed on the 14th September, 2019 at Department of Psychology,

Aligarh Muslim University. The awareness program commenced at 10 o’clock on a Saturday morning in PG

Lab 2 of the Psychology Department. The program was coordinated by Dr. S. Reshma Jamal and Dr.

Mehvish Fatima. It was a one day event which consisted of various competitions which included poster

making and self composed poetry writing.

The welcome note was delivered by Dr. S. Reshma Jamal, Assistant Professor at Department of Psychology,

in which she highlighted the need to talk about suicide prevention and further facilitated the day’s events. The

welcome note was followed by an addressing of the gathering by Prof. Roomana N. Siddiqui, Chairperson

Department of Psychology, in regard with the suicidal ratio among the students she said, “The department at

various levels should help spread awareness. I would request you all to speak up if something is troubling

you. It does not help to keep your emotions bottled up.” She further pondered upon how one should be

sensitized and acknowledge if someone is giving them a panic call. 

World Suicide Prevention Day Awareness Program

Dr. Shravan Kumar, Senior Resident at

Department of Psychiatry, J.N. Medical

College, Aligarh, was the key note speaker

who delivered a lecture on “Awarness and

Identificaion of Suicidal Behavior and Its

Preventions”. He talked about various cues

like actions; physical health and emotional

state are a few categories through which

suicidal tendencies in a person can be

recognized. He further emphasized that one

third of the suicides happen in India. Dr

Kumar said, “The more people talk about 

suicidal behavior, more they will be aware and more desensitization will occur.”

The lecture was followed by the screening of a short film on suicide prevention and causes titled “I’m here

too”. After the screening the participants of Poetry writing competition and poster making competitions were

facilitated. This was followed by a Skit on Suicide Awareness at the Arts Faculty Lawn which was written by

Farida Hussain, PhD Scholar at the Department of Psychology and was performed by the students of M.A

First year students of the Department of Psychology.  

Vote of Thanks was given by Talha Ahmad, PhD Scholar at Department of Psychology and the programme

was compered by Amna Ansari, student of M.A Final Year at Department of Psychology, AMU.

SNOWY RAHI



An one-week anti plastic drive (24th – 30th September, 2019) was organized by the Psychological

Society at  Department of Psychology, Aligarh Muslim University(AMU). Objective of this programme was

to encourage masses to minimize plastic usage. During the week, posters highlighting the same were made

and displayed by the members of the society. Last day of the drive was observed on 30th September, 2019 at

Department of Psychology, AMU.

The event commenced with the recitation of a few verses from the Holy Qur'an, followed by welcome note

by Daniya Naqi, a member of the Society. A short film was screened afterwards to spread awareness

regarding  the adverse effects of single use plastic; made by the student members of the Society, graduation

final year. Then Prof. Roomana N. Siddiqui, Chairperson of Psychology Department was invited to address

the gathering. She talked about how modern lifestyle has led to environmental deterioration and recalled the

earlier times when people were not used to plastic and carried "jholas to the local market".

Anti-plastic Drive: Plastic Waste Awareness and
Management Programme

Later a presentation titled 'RISE ABOVE

PLASTICS', prepared by the members,

was delivered to spread the awareness

regarding “Swacchcta hi seva hai

campaign". In this ceremony the highlights

of one week drive were also show-cased

including the posters, charts and the

members who maneuvered across the

university to psycho-educate the masses.

All the aforementioned activities were

conducted under the mentoring of the

teacher in-charge of the Society, Dr. Sarah

Javed. 

In the end, there was an interactive session with the National Head of a Lucknow based NGO, 'I Care India',

Mr. U.P. Tripathi. This NGO has worked in collaboration with Delhi University, Amity University and TISS

Mumbai and strives   to spread awareness regarding environmental cleaning, green plantation, water

conservation and plastic prevention. Furthermore he said that, "we need to be impactful in our cause because

without impact our campaign will be futile.”

The session ended with a pledge to protect the environment and was followed by the vote of thanks delivered

by Rabiul Islam, a member of the Psychological Society.

SHIRIN USMAANI



A plantation drive was organized by the

Psychological Society at Department of

Psychology, Aligarh Muslim University

(AMU) on 3rd October, 2019 in the

premises of Faculty of Arts. The programme

was organized in collaboration with a non-

governmental organization “SOCH……

beyond imagination. There was an

interactive session with SOCH as well from

1:30 pm at PG lab 2, Department of

Psychology. The event was compered by

Fabeha Ahmed, Secretary of the

Psychological Society.

The session commenced with recitation of

few verses of the Holy Qur'an by a student

member, Osama Atif. Then, the welcome

address was delivered by Prof. Roomana N.

Siddiqui, Chairperson of Psychology

Department. She shared her vision that she

doesn't want psychology to be confined

within the four walls of the department and

we must, "think globally and act locally”.

Afterwards, Prof. Akbar Husain, Dean

Faculty of Social Sciences was invited to

address the gathering, who emphasized that

everything is related to spirituality and how

one should seek spiritual satisfaction in

doing any work.

Environmental awareness cum Plantation drive

SHIRIN USMAANI

Later, Dr. Saleem Mohd. Khan, President of SOCH NGO was

invited for an interactive session with the members of Society

and faculties. He emphasized on the role of language in

communication and enthusiasm and hard work in general.

Futhermore he said, "If you bring change in society that in

itself is being politically active, you don't need any

organization's banner to do your work".

After the end of interactive session, all the faculties and

guests were asked to proceed to the plantation area in Arts

faculty lawn, followed by the other members of the Society.

The members of the SOCH team which were present for the

plantation were Sartaj Alam, Mohsin Hasan, Salman Khan,

Huma Khan and Furqan Ahmad.



The Psychological Society of the Department of Psychology, Aligarh Muslim University (AMU), celebrated

World Mental Health Day on the 10th and 11th of October, 2019. The inaugural ceremony for the event was

held at Dean Faculty of Social Science Conference Room. Retired Prof. Abu Qamar Siddiqui, Ex-

Chairperson Department of Psychiatry, AMU was the Chief Guest at the inaugural ceremony for the event

and the Guest of Honor was Prof. Asiz Aijaz, Professor at Department of Psychology, AMU.

World Mental Health Day at Department of
Psychology, AMU: Day 1
SNOWY RAHI

The program commenced at 9 am and took place at the conference room of Dean Faculty of Social Science.

The topic for 2019 World Mental Health Day given by the World Federation for Mental Health was “Mental

Health Promotion and Suicide Prevention.” The comperer of the event was Iqra Fatima, student of M.A

Psychology First Year at Department of Psychology, AMU. Welcome note was delivered by Amna Ansari,

President of Psychological Society, student at Department of Psychology AMU.  

The gathering was addressed by Prof. Roomana

N. Siddiqui, Chairperson Department of

Psychology, AMU. She focused on the

importance of mental health and the requirement

of first aid skills. The guest lecture was given by

Retired Prof. Abu Qamar Siddiqui, Ex-

Chairperson Department of Psychiatry, AMU. He

focused on the causes and preventions of suicidal

behavior. In his lecture, he highlighted data and 

statistics present on the same, quoting World Health Organization he said “Every 42 seconds someone,

somewhere across the world commits suicide.”



He talked about the biological, social

and psychological causes leading to

suicidal behavior which eventually

results in suicides. He further

highlighted methods of preventions

and also talked about the benefits of

counseling and requirements of

telephone helplines for the same. 

Lastly, the gathering was addressed

by the Guest of Honor, Prof. Asia

Aijaz who further shed light on

mental illnesses at large and talked

about de-stigmatizing them.

Vote of thanks was

delivered by Yusra Khan,

Vice- President of the

Psychological Society

Department of Psychology,

AMU, followed by a

Nukkad natak, written and

performed by the students

of the society on the causes

of suicide and its

prevention. The end of the

event was marked by the

university Tarana followed

by the National Anthem.



On occasion of World Mental Health Day, a two-day event program was organised on 10th and 11th October,

2019 by Department of Psychology, Aligarh Muslim University(AMU). This event commenced with Inaugral

ceremony on the First Day, with welcome address given by President of Psychological Society, Amna Ansari

and compered by student member, Iqra Fatima. Both days were comprised of various events, competitions,

gaming stalls and much more arranged by society members under the teacher incharge, Dr. Sarah Javed.

World Mental Health Day at Department of
Psychology, AMU: Day 2
SHIRIN USMAANI

Second Day was compered

by student member, Monish

Ashrafi followed by recitation

of few verses from Holy

Qur'an by another student

member, Osama Atif. Then

felicitation ceremony began

of winners of various

Competitions that were held,

namely Psyquest, Slogan

writing, Picture prose and

collage making competition, 

with participants all over from Aligarh. Then a documentary was screened on Suicide prevention based on

notion that it really doesn't matter what you have, but it's your brain that's attacking you.

There were stalls that were setup by

the students, including graphology,

anonymous writing, food stalls of

nachos, noon Chai, lemon aid, Dahi

vada,   etc. Also certain interactive

and gaming stalls were setup that

were based on psychological

phenomenon like illusion, memory,

sensation, etc. These stalls were really

enjoyed by the spectators, like one of

MA English student, Ms. Haya Aziz said, "I really enjoyed the stalls a lot, particularly the gaming area". "I

liked all the stalls especially the zest administration and graphology", said Mohd. Abuzar.

Then marking the end of event, Vote of thanks was delivered by Secretary of Psychological Society, Ms.

Fabeha Ahmed, followed by University Tarana and National Anthem.



A three-days ‘International Conference on Psychology of Religion and Spirituality’(ICPRS) was conducted

on 24th, 25th and 26th February 2020, organized by the Department of Psychology, Aligarh Muslim

University, Aligarh in collaboration with the Centre for Study and Research, Hyderabad and Institute of

Objective Studies, New Delhi. A total of 82 papers were presented at the conference. Preceding the ICPRS

conference, the Department of Psychology, AMU, Aligarh, in collaboration with the Student’s Counseling

Centre, AMU, Aligarh also organized a pre-conference workshop on the “Role of Spirituality for Counselors

and Health Care Professionals” held on February 22, 2020 in the Conference Hall of the Faculty of Social

Sciences, AMU, Aligarh.

International Conference on Psychology of Religion
and Spirituality

Day 1 (February 24, 2020) 

The inaugural session of the conference held

at the Polytechnic Assembly Hall (Boys) on

24th February, 2020,

at 10 am was presided over by the Chief

Guest Prof. V. K. Goswami (Former VC,

Sangam University and Sunrise University).

The guests of honor were Mr. Mohammad

Muqim (Coordinator, IOS Aligarh Chapter)

and Prof. Girishwar Misra (Former VC,

Mahatma Gandhi Antarrashtriya Hindi

Vishwavidhyalaya).

The session was hosted by Dr. S. Reshma Jamal (Assistant Professor, D/o. Psychology, AMU) and

commenced with the recitation of a few verses from the Holy Quran. Thereafter, Prof. Roomana N. Siddiqui,

delivered the welcome address where she extended a warm welcome to the delegates. In her opening

remarks, she said that the psychology of religion and spirituality is a very important division in the American

Psychological Association (APA), and it is dedicated towards the promotion of psychological theories,

research and clinical practices that facilitate the understanding of religion and spirituality in the lives of

people. Then Prof. Akbar Husain, in his address, profoundly shed light on the theme of the conference by

saying that spirituality is a realm of causality which unites all humankind within a framework of beliefs,

experiences, and practices that eventually develops a sense of harmony and bliss. Later, souvenir & abstracts

were released by Prof. Girishwar Misra after which Mr. Mohammed Muqim addressed the gathering.

Followed by this, Prof. Girishwar Misra, in his keynote address, explained about the psychological

perspectives on spirituality with particular emphasis on conceptual and applied concerns. More specifically,

he said that scholars in the present time are pursuing investigations about the potential influence and role of

spirituality in the fields of health, well-being, education, work, and family. Next, the Chief Guest, Prof. V. K.

Goswami in his Address, exquisitely dwelled upon the idea of synchronizing science and spirituality for

establishing peace.  In the end, Dr. Shah Mohd. Khan (Associate Professor, D/o. Psychology, AMU, Aligarh)

delivered the vote of thanks, which was followed by the University tarana and the national anthem.



After the conclusion of the inaugural session and high tea, the session comprising of invited lectures was

conducted in the Polytechnic Assembly Hall (Boys). The session being chaired by Prof. V. K. Goswami

started at 12:45 p.m., where four eminent speakers (Prof. Parul Rishi, Prof. Novrattan Sharma, Prof.

Nilanjana Sanyal, and Dr. A. A. Qadri) delivered their invited lectures. 

 

After lunch, Scientific Session I was commenced in the PG Lab I of the Department of Psychology, Arts

Faculty Building, AMU. The session was chaired by Dr. Nadeem Kirmani and co-chaired by Dr. Salma

Kaneez, in which seven international and two local delegates presented their paper. The Scientific Session II

was held in PG Lab II of the Department of Psychology. The session was chaired by Prof. Parul Rishi and co-

chaired by Mr. Usama Rehman, in which six papers were presented by the delegates. The Scientific Session

III was held in the Smart Class Room No. 13, and was chaired by Prof. Mohd. Ghufran and co-chaired by Dr.

Fauzia Nazam, in which five papers were presented by the delegates. These three sessions marked the end of

day one of the conference.

Day 2 (February 25, 2020)

On day two, February 25, 2020, the Scientific Session I was devoted to the invited lectures held at the Arts

Faculty Lounge, AMU, Aligarh. The session began at 9:30 a.m. where three invited lectures were delivered

by distinguished scholars. The session was chaired by Prof. Suneetha B. Maryam, and Dr. Pepper McDonald

co-chaired this session. The session comprising of three invited lectures, was initiated by Prof. Mohammad

Ghufran (Kumaun University, Almora, Uttrakhand). He delivered his speech on “Islamic Approach of

Counseling” wherein he attempted to explain Asabiyyah or prejudice from an Islamic perspective as well as

from the standpoint of mainstream psychology. Next, Dr. Thomas B. Idiculla (Director, Harvard Medical

School, USA), delivered his speech on “Spirituality in the Context of Mental Health Assessment, Intervention

and Outcomes: Experiences in The U.S., India and The Middle East.”. Lastly, Dr. Mustafa Nadeem Kirmani

(Associate Professor, Amity University, Haryana) delivered his lecture on the topic, “Psychology of Peace:

Quranic Model”. Concluding remarks were given by Prof. Suneetha B. Maryam.

The Scientific Session II of the day was held in PG Lab II of the Department of Psychology. The session

commencing at 9:30 a.m. was chaired by Prof. Showkat Ahmad Shah and co-chaired by Dr. Heena Parveen,

in which five papers were presented by the delegates. The Scientific Session III was held in the PG Lab II of

the Department of Psychology and it was chaired by Dr. Shah M. Khan and co-chaired by Dr. Sarah Javed,

in which six papers were presented by Delegates. These three sessions marked the end of the first parallel

scientific sessions of the second day of the conference. The Scientific Session IV of the second day was

conducted in the PG Lab I of the Department of Psychology, AMU. The session was chaired by Dr. Prof.

Musaddiq Jahan and co-chaired by Dr. Maha Fathima Gani, in which six papers were presented. The

Scientific Session V was held in PG Lab II of the Department of Psychology. The session was chaired by Dr.

Asma Khatoon and co-chaired by Dr. Nasheed Imtiaz. In this session, seven papers were presented by the

delegates. The Scientific Session VI was held in the Arts Faculty Lounge and was chaired by Prof. Mahmood

S. Khan and co-chaired by Dr. S. Reshma Jamal. The session began with the invited lecture delivered by

Prof. Neena Kohli (University of Allahabad, Allahabad) on the topic, “Religiosity, Spirituality, and

Well-being: Search for links.”



Next, Dr. Abbas Bakhahandeh Bali (Asst. Prof. of Philosophy, University of Mazandaran, Iran.) delivered his

lecture on “A Comparative Study of Ibn Sina and Ibn Arabi’s views on Spiritual Self-Actualization.”

Followed by this, five papers were presented by the delegates of the conference. This marked the end of the

second set of parallel sessions of the second day of the conference, and was followed by the lunch. After

Lunch, the next set of scientific sessions of the day 2 commenced at 2:45 p.m., in which three parallel

sessions were organized. The Scientific Session VII of the day 2 began in the PG Lab I of the Psychology

Department, Arts Faculty, A.M.U. The session was chaired by Dr. Kr. Sajid Ali Khan and co-chaired by Dr.

Geetanjali Roy, in which the thirteen papers were presented. 

 

The Scientific Session VIII of the second day was held in PG Lab II of the psychology department. The

session was chaired by Dr. Javed Alam and co-chaired by Dr. Abbas Bakhshandeh Bali, in which nine papers

were presented by the delegates.  The Scientific Session IX was held in the Arts Faculty Lounge and was

chaired by Prof. Neena Kohli and co-chaired by Dr. Asif Hasan, in which eleven papers were presented by

the local, outstation and international delegates of the conference. These three sessions marked the end of day

two of the conference.

Day 3 (February 26, 2020):

Valedictory Function 

On day three, February 26, 2020, a

workshop was conducted at 9:30 am,

by Mr. B. K. Satya Prakash Sharma

(Brahma Kumaris), on the theme of

“Communion with God: Meditation”. 

 Followed by this, two invited lectures

were delivered by the invited guests

from 10:30 a.m. onwards. 

The valedictory session of the conference held at the UGC-HRD Centre, A.M.U., Aligarh, on 26th February,

2020, at 12:00 noon was presided over by the chief guest Prof. Akhtar Haseeb (Pro-Vice-Chancellor, AMU,

Aligarh). The guests of honor and keynote speaker of the function was Prof. Braj Bhushan (IIT, Kanpur).

Other dignitaries on the dais were Prof. Akbar Husain (Director, ICPRS & Dean, F/o. Social Sciences, AMU,

Aligarh), and Prof. Roomana N. Siddiqui (Organizing Secretary, ICPRS & Chairperson, D/o. Psychology,

AMU, Aligarh).  The session was anchored by Dr. Ali Hur Kamoonpuri (Assistant Professor, D/o. Arabic,

AMU) commenced with the recitation of a few verses from the Holy Quran and thereafter, Prof. Akbar

Husain, delivered the welcome address where he extended a warm welcome to the distinguished guests and

the delegates. 

 

Then, Prof. Braj Bhushan delivered the keynote address, where he profoundly enlightened the audience on

the theme of the conference. More explicitly, he spoke on the topic “Functional Integrity of Cerebral Regions

and Self-reported Spiritual Experiences”.   Followed by this, Prof. Roomana N. Siddiqui, compendiously

presented the report of the AMU Centenary International Conference on Psychology of Religion and 



Spirituality.  Next, the Chief Guest, Prof. Akhtar Haseeb, in his presidential address, eloquently spoke about

the need for exploring the realm of the psychology of religion and spirituality. He said that spirituality deals

with seeking meaningful connections with the divine and leads to the experience of positive emotions.

In the end, Dr. Nasheed Imtiaz (Assistant Professor, D/o. Psychology, AMU, Aligarh) delivered the vote of

thanks, which was followed by the University tarana and the national anthem. The valedictory session

concluded at 1:15 p.m., followed by lunch.



On the 6th March 2020 i.e., Friday a workshop on

“Gender Sensitization” was organized by the

Department of Psychology from 10:00 AM onwards

in P.G. Lab I, in context of International Women’s

Day which is observed on 8th of March. In the

event, Dr. Shivali Sharma, Amity University,

Lucknow, was the invited Resource person and Prof.

Naima K. Gulrez, Principal, Women’s College, was

the Chief Guest. 

The workshop commenced with the recitation of few

verses from the Holy Qur'an by the student member,

Osama Atif and the whole program was compered

by another student member, Suhail Ahmed. Both the

Resource person as well as the Chief guest were

presented the momentos by the faculties of

Psychology Department followed by few words of

inspiration, delivered by Prof. Naima K. Gulrez. She

talked about the importance of education and how,

“education is the key to empowerment”.

Then, Dr. Shivali Sharma through her presentation

addressed the important topic of Gender

Sensitization, alongwith issues of Gender roles,

Gender stereotyping and their impact and

repercussions on society in the form of patriarchy

and discrimination. She further said, “lioness doesn’t

know, she is weaker” thus she does not feel weaker.

She also addressed that how men and women both 

Gender Sensitization: Shaping the mind-set

SHIRIN USMAANI

can be vulnerable irrespective of their biological sex

and how the gap between the gender stereotypes can

be narrowed.  The workshop was quite interactive and

the critical issue was well-explained by the resource

person, it was followed by vote of thanks delivered by

the student member, Anas Alam.  

Also, on 3rd March 2020 i.e., Tuesday, “Matribhasha

Diwas” was commemorated as a self composed

creative writing competition which is observed on

21st February as mother language day every year. For

the competition the participants were required to

submit their writing piece in form of prose, poetry or

essay in the native languages. In the competition the

first position was held by Ms. Mehwash with second

and third position held by Ms. Urooj Khan and Mr.

Yameen Rao respectively while Ms. Shirin Usmaani

backed the consolation prize.



The United Nations  officially

recognized  International Women’s

Day in the year 1975. Drawing on

the notion of "collective

individualism, this year's IWD 2020

campaign theme to be shared

worldwide is #EachForEqual. 

The event began at 11 am with a

short introductory address by Yusra

Khan, Vice-President,

Psychological Society and was

moderated by her afterward. Both 

International Women's Day (IWD) has been observed since the early 1900s. It is celebrated every year to

honor the achievements of women in the social, economic, cultural, and political spheres throughout history

and all across the globe. To participate in the celebration for IWD this year, the Psychological Society

organized an open mic session and painting/ poster making competition at the Department of Psychology,

Aligarh Muslim University (AMU) on March 7, 2020. The event aimed to commence a dialogue about

gender sensitization, challenging stereotypes, fight bias and facilitate space to express through creativity.

International Women's Day celebration

UZMA SARWAT

the open-mic session and painting/ poster making competition were held simultaneously in the department.

Students from different faculties participated in the event with great zeal and eagerness. 

Participants of the open mic session staged their talent through creative self-composed and selected pieces of

literature. The session observed poetry recitation, storytelling and performance poetry whose subject matter

ranged from sexual harassment, equal rights, gender discrimination, women achievements and empathy. 

 

The session ended with the vote of thanks delivered by Dr. Sarah Javed, Teacher-incharge, Psychological

Society.



Historically the community identities are prior to our identity as political citizens of India. It is pointed out

that Indians see themselves first and foremost as members of a caste, tribe, village, and religion. These

community identities constitute people’s self- understanding and shape their social and political choices. Even

after so many years of independence, social and political conflicts around the issues of religion, caste and

tribe based community identities have not diminished. On the other hand, social conflicts have increased and

so have incidents of communal violence. Ethnic, regional and linguistic identities have asserted themselves

pro-actively and caste continues to be the most important variable covertly and overtly. There is a demand for

caste census and caste-based Khap Panchayats are active in some states. All these pose tremendous challenges

to our society. 

 
RELIGIOUS DIVERSITY AND PREJUDICE

One challenge related to diversity is dealing with prejudice and discrimination against those who are in some

way different. Prejudice is “an attitude toward others based solely on group membership” (Moghaddam,

1998). When prejudiced attitudes get translated into behavior, discrimination results. So, the term

discrimination is reserved for use when referring to the “actual behavior directed at others on the basis of

category membership”.

Where does prejudice originate? Some believe that prejudice stems from our thoughts and belief systems or

from cognitive sources (Nelson, 2002). The mistaken belief that two things are related simply because they

are seen as occurring together is one cognitive process that contributes to the formation of stereotypes (Jones,

1997). So, for example, you may begin to believe that all people with red hair have terrible tempers because

the last several times you saw someone yelling and was upset in a restaurant, the person pitching the tantrum

had red hair. Another perspective on the origins of prejudice suggests that we are motivated to hold particular

beliefs. Examples of this view would be illustrated in some theories of conflict that are discussed later in the

chapter (e.g., social identity theory, realistic group conflict theory, theory of relative deprivation).

Stereotypes are “beliefs about the characteristics, attributes, and behaviors of members of certain groups”

(Hilton & von Hipple, 1996), and many stereotypes are culturally based (Moghaddam, 1998). Within social

psychological research, stereotypes have been studied as a process (how people come to believe what they

do), as content (what traits comprise a particular stereotype), and as varying in their strength or intensity (how

firmly people believe what they do about particular social groups) as well as in their consequences (Madon,

1997).

According to a study, among Muslims, discrimination on the basis of ethnicity and religion far outweigh other

forms, and they also experience high levels of sexism and ageism. Christians report experiencing less

prejudice than Muslims in terms of gender (31% versus 37%), sexuality (9% vs. 15%), ethnicity (19% vs.

56%), and religion (14% vs. 46%). Christians and Muslims do not differ much in terms of experiences of age

or disability (both around 34% and 15%), but both experience less ageism than non religious people do

(45%). Finally, Christians are also less likely to feel that they have experienced sexism than non-religious

people (38%).

Thus, we conclude that some studies show substantial and dramatic differences in people’s expressions of

overtly negative feelings toward different groups, and in their experiences of prejudice against them as a

result of membership of different groups.

Religious Diversity : Prejudice, Conflict and Peace Making
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There are also very contrasting patterns in these two measures. This shows that tackling prejudice

comprehensively requires attention both to social attitudes about and toward different groups, and to prejudice

and discrimination that people say they experience against them. Reducing discrimination will therefore

involve tackling different prejudices as different levels of analysis. Reducing individual instances of hostility

to groups such as Muslims is important, but it is equally important to recognize that large numbers of people

experience prejudice even when hostility from another individual may not be involved. People may feel

discriminated against because of structural or institutional factors that debar them from access to equal

opportunities, not just prejudicial attitudes by other individuals. Therefore, to understand prejudice and

discrimination we need to be sensitive not just to the amount and negativity of prejudice but also the context

in which it arises. Part of that context is provided by the shared cultural values, stereotypes and media

imagery that affect judgements of particular groups.

 
RELIGIOUS DIVERSITY AND CONFLICT 

Attention to diversity and misperceptions involving the people around us often brings the threat of conflict,

which has been defined as “a perceived incompatibility of interests” (Moghaddam, 1998). Often the person or

group is competing for limited resources with another person or group that holds incompatible goals.

In fact, Deutsch (1973) suggested that conflict may occur when persons or groups hold either competitive or

cooperative interests. For example, consider school projects in which two students are asked to work together.

Both students may be motivated to do a good job but may disagree on how to go about this. One student may

want to use information collected from interviews about personal experiences,whereas the other student may

want to use more general information collected from magazines, books, and research journals. Despite the

fact that both students have compatible goals and an equal desire to succeed, conflict can still result. In this

scenario and others like it, the competitive interests produce the conflict (“I want the project to be done my

way”), and the cooperative interests serve as motivation to reach an agreement (“I want the teacher to be

impressed with our work”).

Theories of Conflict :

Social identity theory: Social identity theory (SIT) is a popular theory in the study of intergroup behavior

(Karasawa,1991). Although SIT was not developed as a theory of conflict, it does provide insight into how

conflict may arise from relations between groups. SIT posits that an individual’s self- knowledge is based on

two types of identity (Tajfel& Turner, 1986). One type, known as personal identity, reflects an individual’s

sense of his or her own personal qualities and characteristics. Personal identity, for example, may be reflected

by characterizations of the self as smart, outgoing, and funny. The other type, social identity, reflects a

sense of identity based on the social groups to which individuals belong or

with which they identify.

 
Relative deprivation: Like SIT, the theory of relative deprivation acknowledges the importance of both

perceptual comparative processes and social comparative processes between groups in conflict. Originally

developed by Stouffer, Suchman, DeVinney, Star, and Williams (1949), the theory of relative deprivation

suggests that a person may feel deprived of some desirable thing relative to his or her own past; to another

person(s), group, or ideal; or to some other social category. It is important to note that this sense of

deprivation is based on a relative comparison with some “other” thing and that the person does not have to be

“deprived” in the absolute sense of the word (Runciman, 1972).

Religious Diversity : Prejudice, Conflict and Peace Making



Realistic group conflict theory: In essence, realistic group conflict theory (RGCT) suggests that intergroup

hostility is produced by competition in the form of conflicting goals. Basing their theory on the work of Sherif

(1966a), LeVine and Campbell (1972) suggested that conflict is reduced by cooperation in the form of

common goals that are attainable only through cooperation. The basic premise of this theory is that conflict

between groups is a result of real conflicts of interest. Unlike the theories of social identity and relative

deprivation (where perception plays a central role), RGCT suggests that perception is not enough and that a

real and immediate conflict of interest must exist for actual conflict to occur. Once in- group identity is

threatened, awareness of in-group identity is heightened, and feelings of in-group solidarity are increased

along with negative feelings toward those in the out-group.

 
RELIGIOUS DIVERSITY AND PEACE MAKING 

Peace-building is a process of heterogeneity and tolerance for all. It means that a member of a community in

the Space for Peace for instance can be a supporter of an armed resistance and at the same time an active

contributor to building a space for peace. Space for Peace does not contradict nor replace earlier social

organizations with their own purpose for community life. A number of risk factors may influence the

sustainability of Space for Peace. These risk factors include poverty, weak governance in the area, the

spreading of firearms to the civil population, violations of human rights, a weak legal system, and low self-

esteem and impulsive behaviors as a result of the organized violence. But still the approach of building peace

from religious diversity proves itself able to substantiate and sustain peace-building.

The space for peace is built on a respect for the diversities of religion as a means for promoting peace.

Through this process peace is set as the highest value and goal and supported by and through religious faith.

But the key point is that it is possible only through a respect for diversity. In fact, religious diversity was used

to strengthen the common and shared idea of peace. The three religions were not merged into one; instead,

their diversity was used to build peace. In the Declaration of the Space for Peace it is emphasized that one

should stay faithful to her or his own religion. This means that the richness of having different prayers and

rituals is used to give strength to the shared desire for peace. The shared value of peace was supported by and

also strengthened the different religions and their unique expressions. In this way the diversity of religions

becomes a strong resource for building social resilience. As the tolerance of the past was broken by the war, it

could only be recovered by a transformative process where the diversity of the religions provides a new level

of support for tolerance.

 
RELIGIOUS DIVERSITY AND PUBLIC EDUCATION

Most public school educators agree that increasing student understanding of diverse religious perspectives is

important as this will have positive social outcomes. It is often argued, for instance, that helping students

better understand the increasing diversity, including religious diversity, they face will better prepare them to

live in a peaceful, productive manner with those with differing cultural and/or religious values (Kunzman,

2006). It is clearly the case that almost all public school educators currently do attempt to bring it about that

students hold certain beliefs related to pervasive human characteristics, such as race, gender, and disabling

conditions. Students are encouraged, for instance, to continue to believe, or come to believe, that engaging in

intolerant or discriminatory behavior is wrong and that they should affirm, or come to affirm, the inherent

worth and rights of the disabled, those of other racial/ethnic backgrounds, etc. So if the desire is simply to

also encourage students to believe it wrong to treat those of other religions in intolerant or discriminatory

ways and to believe it right to accept those of other religions as persons with equal inherent value, few will

object.

Religious Diversity : Prejudice, Conflict and Peace Making



Hues of The Mind

Painting by Hala Masroor, BFA

Painting by Fabeha Ahmed, MA 

I have used a very dark background which depicts a

darkness in our life which we feel because of some ruin

past or something worst but on the other hand life gives

us a lot of chances, it totally depends on us which path

we choose- bright or dark. The red shades depict a anger

of a person because of unbearable situations and

unforgettable memories which are hard to forgive and

they turn into anger but again life gives a chance to let

that anger make you, heal you make you strong and one

day that anger became a blossoming flower for you. It

gives you power, strength to accept the reality . The

white lines shows a path of life which is not easy to

survive but if you are positive and have the ability to turn

anger into your strength then you blossom into happiness.

No matter how hard our life gets but the matter is you

never quit in any situation. Always try hard and believe

in yourself you come out of your fear, anger, darkness,

unhealed wounds. (Galaxy)You always shine like a stars

and then, you finally find peace in your life (white

colour) .

The work is titled as "Dysphoria".

In the realms of psychology and psychiatry,

“dysphoria” is not a mental disorder on its own but is

the chaotic yet tranquil condition which is inherent to

several disorders. Dysphoria and euphoria are the two

abstractions of a singular ethos. Though both the

abstractions are tumultuous, dysphoria echoes of dark

agitated-melancholy ... Perhaps, the crimson coloured

scars, the emblazoned black marks, the once-filled

empty soul, the evanescent boundary of one’s identity,

is how “dysphoria” looks like. And who knows,

whether this inner severance transits into the outer

bright yet frenzied existence; or the latter coerces the

(once serene) former. Nonetheless, the abstract reality

of “DYSPHORIA” is complexly simple.



Mental health, depression, anxiety, self neglect, loneliness- these terms defines the zeitgeist of 2020. One way

or the other every next individual you meet complains about something that bothers them on a daily basis.

Some complain of having their pulse rate increased for no reason. Even after going through medical tests and

being diagnosed with no disease there are a lot of people who spend their lives in pain.

My younger sister is a very smart and brilliant girl. She was among the brightest students of her class and we

as her family were very proud of her intellect; nevertheless she used to tell us how she felt neglected among

her classmates. The whole competitive environment of her Science classroom made her sick each passing day.

It made her feel inferior to others and consequently she overloaded herself by working so hard that she could

hardly get time to have her daily meals properly. The loneliness she experienced was only hers. We tried to

help her out through our efforts in every possible way but the question that keeps crossing my mind is ' were

our effort sufficient ?'. One day she was sleeping in her room and when she woke up she felt dizzy, couldn’t

walk properly and she felt pukish and sick. 

Not knowing what was actually happening to her we tried to treat her by giving her glucose and fruits but she

was crying continuously and so we took her to the Doctor who couldn’t initially understand what’s wrong

with her so he gave her injections that made her sleep. After one day or two he told us that she doesn’t have

any medical condition and maybe it’s just that she is taking too much tension. He advised us to consult a

psychiatrist and so we consulted one who did the counseling and also gave her medicines but to no good. So

she had to leave her 12th Board examinations. Day by day she was getting weaker so we took her to Delhi for

the treatment where my family spent a good sum of money (being the middle class people that we are) to the

hospital and again the tiring procedure of various tests started , there also we didn’t get any report of  illness

but she continued to suffer.

My family decided that she has too much pressure of studies on her mind and that it would be better for her to

give private examinations. Now she is recovering gradually but the cost that she gave for her hard work was

too much and still sometimes she becomes haunted by the memories of her past. This makes me ponder to

what extent is competition healthy for somebody’s mental health. There was a time when I used to hear from

elders that such and such child doesn’t take his/her studies seriously because children were so involved in

playing which to some extent was good for their health but nowadays even the small children who should be

playing around, having fun with Kith and Kin are so concerned with their future prospects that they hardly get

time for themselves. 

As an individual I see this as a matter of concern and I personally think that this also might be one reason for

the increasing cases of depression all around. “Padhoge likhoge banogey nawab, kheloge koodhogey banogey

kharab” is not an idiom that I find very valid in today’s world. I think physical activity is as important as

studies.

Personal Experience
IZRAM JAMSHED



I went through the pages of my life

And then there I found a memory card

The memories came flashing back and forth

Where my brain became the memoriser of thought

 

I clicked on the folder of happy faces

And there popped few familiar phases.

I dragged down enjoying the irony of life

That the moments in the memory were a relief.

 

I was having a dilemma-conflict in my brain

Whether I should forget those memories as vain

Or keep on hallucinating those happy faces

Who left and created their heaven phases

 

I could not disconnect the memories in card

And neither can I destroy the memory card

I kept on fighting the rage of that despair

Which neither could I nor other could spare

 
And then I realised what is to be followed

I deleted the grief and memories were relived

There I was standing with hope and wide smile

Though the person left but the memories can tranquilize

 

I went through the pages of my life

And then there I found a memory card

The memories came flashing back and forth

Where my brain became the memoriser of thought.

Memory Card
MEHAK ANSARI



She layed on the floor motionless,

They blamed the reason to be stress,

No one did ever knew,

What she had gone through,

Cause she never spoke,

But one day a thought evoke,

And she gathered courage to express,

But their response made her regress,

Some said she seeked fame,

While others they called her names.

Still these people did never realized,

What pain had catered that,

A girl like her attempted suicide.

What they all saw in her was a perfect life,

But within her were thoughts of strife,

A depressed soul behind that smiley face,

Or social anxiety in that hurried pace,

There was none to bother,

For others she was just another,

She was a life that mattered,

Some dreams that were shattered,

Such feelings might have not been layered,

If she had someone who cared.

There were nights when she cried,

But when asked, she always lied,

Well, who could have thought of that?

A girl like her attempted suicide.

She could've been me or even you,

Might have been your loved one too,

Just clear out this illusion,

Killing oneself is the only solution,

Just talk, write, scream or shout,

Do whatsoever to speak your heart out,

Or If you ever see someone of this kind,

Just never let this story rewind,

Instead act as their guide,

Cause in the end only guilt remains that,

A girl like her attempted suicide.

A Girl Like Her Commited Suicide

SHIRIN USMAANI, AMU

Enforced Amnesia

ZAHRA SHERWANI, DELHI UNIVERSITY

At the promised stair case,

I have arrived.

Here , like you said,

There are no whispers 

Waiting to consume

our sighs and tears.

Humbly- darkness 

guides the path.

“One more, one more”

- you say

I climb eagerly- another step. 

The staircase lengthens.

Stars extend their 

Palms, I reach out, gasping-

they slip away.

This tantalising medicine

Of escape, of amnesia,

Of manufactured joy.

Till when must I keep

Taking another draught 

Before - I am cured?



The stressful situation ;

The Viral Mutation ;

My head is spinning ,

Can't decide what to expect ,

Can't decide where to step .

Fallen from a cliff which has thorn in depth ,

Suicide suicide suicide: this is the best way to be

slept .

Honking vehicles  radiating negativity , 
Instagrams motivating feed building positivity 
I hope everything finishes off soon ;

I want and need them forever ,

 not only when I am a boon .

People - people-  people ; near to

me 
Strange faces appearing and trolling ,

Parents monitoring and controlling ,

Why Am I being treated to this harsh?

It's country of love and lights ,

But on contrary it's 
being a country of riots.

I want the life to settle tonight.

I want this fear inside me to go o' might! 
Suicide is a type of absorption,

Overthinking is a type of adoption.

Hearts have corruption,

 Friends have eruption,

Psychology of human to achieve peace is

manipulated;

There attention to money and power is

dedicated;

We need a calamity of relief ,

A relief leading to

the never ending loop of belief.

- SAMIYA AHMED

You're inside of me like a chronic disease

The pills I take to get rid of you

Never, completely, cure me.

You're always there,somewhere,

Lurking, waiting, rupturing the arteries

Perforating my stomach walls,

And I bleed, bleed, bleed

Of you.

This mindless vandalism,

Of the mindfulness in me makes me wonder,

Is this even me?

And now I'm so sick,

Exhausted of you

Of all the havoc you've done

You've turned me blue.

This heart of mine,is terribly in pain.

Infarcted. Rejected?

I beg you, now

To leave me, please?

I cry in bed,

Curling to the sheets,

Collapsing,Withering, Perishing.

But never do I die,

Why?

Tired, and done with it,

I swallow all the drugs I find.

Everything starts to fade away,

The throat is but, so dry.

The brain of mine,

Atrophied,

And you begin to pass me by..

I want to tell you

All the words I've sewn to my tongue

But was always, too shy.

In the last few seconds,

Of my pitiful life,

I tried,to speak to you one last time.

You escaped me, 
Without hearing me,

One more time.

(I think my soul went away,with you. )

 
- AQSA SALIMUDDIN

Rythm of Words...



Last time the North Star deviated

They called a timeout on the human plague

Of eternal thirst and hollow gains

Fleeting laughs laced in intoxicated sighs

Some cries echoing from a weary shrine

A pause button came wrapped in gore

Full of silken breaths rippling down the shore

Untainted slivers of pure life

Walks under stars outshining city lights

Locks veiling a smile from my gale

Chasing birds to capture every shade of jays

A forced stillness that silently liberated

Background of a million muted dancing kites

The mime being staged needed actors long gone

In a sweet scented flourishing warzone 

Bees bring to life the flowers they crushed

Waterworks spurt rainbows with the sun's brush

Furry tails and banished birds screech

At neighborhood windows and buzzing trees

A wandering butterfly rested on my palm

Her gossamer wings straining drops of golden calm

Igniting every line that brought me here

Both future and history being etched on sheer

Hear the nighthawk serenading as loud as a whistle

Like trains once ricketing to their destinations

Bow down to the flares of celestial gods

Feel the infectious love of a barking cloud

Smell an entire season trapped in honeydew

To relish the thunder they say is still due

Nothing is ever damaged beyond repair

Fight to hold the hands that care

Nests can be made from the same twigs after a storm

Chaos is the reason everything is born

Blanketing the tempest is the key

Be the one that dances with the hurricane in the sea.

Sometimes the eye of the hurricane is the safest place to be

KRITI KACKER , VELLORE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY



एक िदन 
तमु सवरे ेउठोग े
और मरुझा गए ह�ग े
िपछली रात को �खले 
�ःख के तमाम फूल
जो न जान ेिकतनी रात� स े
त�ुार े�ाब� क� क़� पर 
फैलत ेजा रह ेह�ग े
�जनक� ख़शुब ूम� 
सारा आलम गमकता रहा होगा 
�जन �ाब� के �लए 
ख़च� �ए आँसओंु न े
उ�� ख़बू स�चा होगा -
वो सखू चल�ग;े

अपराधबोध क� ऐंठन 
यातना स ेभरा एक-एक पल 
समय के साथ कुछ कम हो रहगेा
अतीत क� िववशता स ेलग े
दामन पर दाग़ 
कुछ फ़ीके हो चल�ग े
तमु पाओग े
िक सबुह� अब भी होती ह� हर रोज़ 
उतनी ही रौशनी के साथ
िबला नाग़ा
आ�ा का बोझ 
उतरन ेलगगेा कुछ-कुछ 
तमु दखेना;

इस �ज़�गी म� 
जह� सब कुछ अधरूा ह ै
असमय िवदाईय� ब�त कुछ 
�लए जाती ह� अपन ेसाथ

जीवनभर �रसती रहती ह� याद�
आ�ा क� िबलख़ती ज़मीन से
ब�त िदन� तक लगातार �खलत ेह�
कुमिुदनी के फूल
और बरस� तक नह� फैलती
कोई सगु�;

तमु दखेना एक िदन
सब बमेानी होगा त�ुार ेसम�
तमु ख़दु क� माफ़ी के क़ािबल होगे
ज� ल�गी नई इ�ाएँ
�ःख के फूल मरुझा गए ह�गे
धरती पर बन ेरहन ेक� ग�ुी
सलुझन ेलगगेी
उ�ीद� िफर जाग�गी
लतीफ़े िफर स ेहंसाएँगे
तमु दखेना;

उस िदन अपनी राह म�
खड़ी क� �ई दीवार� ढहा दनेा
ढहा दनेा �िनया के
सही और ग़लत के पमैाने
बाहर िनकल आना हर बंिदश से
�जसन ेअबतक क़ैद िकय ेरखा त�ु�
एक और �नर सीखना -
ख़दु स ेमहु�त करना

और ख़दुा के �लए!
ख़दुकुशी तक�  कर दनेा।

ख़ुदकुशी तक�  कर देना
उ�मा सरवत बी�नश



Once the murky shadow of your obstinate self comes forth to embrace you, you quiver at first, struggling to

breathe from your drowning incompetent efforts to survive, and shuddering with the concussion of your

minds present scenario. You don't like the taste of it, it's strong and bewildering and you don't seem to be

yourself anymore. But, it's intoxicating. Before you even know it, you become addicte to it. You didn't see

this coming. You like feeling this way, empty and lost. It's comfortable now. The feeling is home. You're

friends with the monster that's hiding in your skull. You've shook hands with him, and now he's not letting

you go. You've given him power, he's alive and so much stronger than you are. Days, weeks, months pass

by... and you've accepted your little sad self. 

Tragically, you believe this is normal. Very usual... and that all of us feel this way. To you, happiness is only

an unfathomable dream. You think you can't have it, in factyou now don't even want it because you loathe it's

ephemerality. You think if you don't have it in the first place, there's no question of losing it. You have a

theory, which you so firmly believe- 'Sadness is the default mode of human existence. Anything else is only,

but temporary.' You don't want to believe anything else.

It doesn't bother you anymore, it comforts you somehow. You don't fight for better days anymore; you don't

hope for sunny mornings now. You like the cold, dark, terrifying room of unbearable nothingness and the

warm hug from your blanket of despair. There's no way out, you're sure.

It's a phase, for some people, however for some it's life. If you allow it to go, if you unshackle yourself from

its nefarious grip, you'd realize how much capable you are of feeling anything else. If you're wise, this will

only be an epoch oflessons for you, and a realization of life's hidden meaning. You will find yourself, and end

up thanking life for its serendipity. I hope you do!

But if not, the darkness will eat you little by little, consuming all of you- and when you realize what it has

done to you, it will be too late. You won't be yourself anymore, but a hollow shell of toxic thoughts, with very

little soul left and almost no strength to recover. You let the monster win, he betrayed you because you didn't

betray him. I pray, you betray him.

 
So, the next time, when you see the shadow approaching you, turn towards the Light. I beg you to believe in

better days, because life is not all black or all white. It's a wonderful balance between the two. I ask you to be

hopeful, and patient with your heart. Because if you are, life just might surprise you in ways you never even

imagined. Believe in the good, your life's about to change. Allow it to?

Tame your demons
AQSA SALIMUDDIN



Imagine walking into the room you've lived in your entire life and everything's been shifted an inch to the left.

Everything's the same but you just feel like something's off. That's what it's like interacting with a person with

Asperger's syndrome. Although it's been abolished as a standalone diagnostic term in the DSM-V in favour of

placing all Autistic Spectrum Disorders under the umbrella of 'Autism', it's still used colloquially in reference

to people having the same behavioural tendencies and communication difficulties as people with stereotypical

autism but without the intellectual and language disabilities. With that in mind, I posed the following question

to my mother: "In what way do you feel your experience of raising me would've been different without my

autism?"

Her response was as follows:

It’s what you don’t understand that you fear. You fear to fail. To not do what you need to do. It’s this fear that

governed me all my life when I raised my son.   I didn’t have a problem connecting emotionally for the first

decade of his life. He did talk then and it was just me and him in our little cocoon. He had some tics and was

hyperactive and that sometimes became troublesome, especially in front of people. I wanted him to stop, but I

didn’t know how to make him stop. My telling him to stop just made it worse. And when it got worse, it made

me angry. And frustrated. Frustrated not at him, but at myself, for not knowing what to do. How to deal. How

to make it better. The more I tried, the worse I failed. 

I tried to connect emotionally in the teenage years but I couldn’t reach what was locked inside. It must have

been there but it just couldn’t come out. And that made me sad. And exasperated. And left me wondering.

Why? Why can’t I connect? What am I not doing right? I blamed myself and still do to this day. I couldn’t

understand   what it was that kept his tongue from forming the words that his brain had inside. And then he

would get all doe eyed and scared looking and the more I tried to get him to speak, the more mute he got. I

got angry. He retreated further. I didn’t know what to do. I wanted to make it better but probably ended up

making it worse. It just got to a point when I could go a whole day, while living in the same space, without

hearing his voice. 

People complain about their kids being on the phone all the time. Or answering them back. Or bringing home

a girl. I used to look at those people and think- you don’t know how good you have it. I would kill for a

normal teenage moment. I would have welcomed disagreement. It would have made me feel that this is a

normal kid being raised as normal kids are. Kids tell their parents things.

School. Play. Friends. Thoughts. But I knew nothing about my son’s life or what he thought. Nothing. So

much nothing that it was an abyss, a chasm. It was so wide and so bottomless that I could flounder for all

eternity and never come out. I consider myself a fairly understanding parent. And I expected that my kid

would recognize that. Not be so scared to open his mouth. Why was he? Why is he? I still don’t know.

Autism: A parent's perspective
MUSAB HAQUE



Neuroplasticity is the ability of brain to change throughout the lifetime based on the inputs (perceptual) from

the environment. This suggests that brain could shape and reshape itself based on the type of input it gets.

This also suggests that if a particular area of brain is deprived of that particular input it is originally for, it

might be taken over by other parts of the brain. Cochlear implants are proven helpful on this remarkable

ability of the brain to change on the basis of experiences (Fallon et al.,2007).

Researches have proven that in congenitally blind people, V1 (Primary Visual Cortex) of the brain is taken

over by the areas responsible for auditory and tactile perception. This perhaps enhances their tactile and

speech perception abilities. Almeida and colleagues (2017), pointed that certain areas of auditory cortex of

congenitally deaf people were active when given visual stimuli. Parts of the auditory cortex of the

congenitally deaf people must have been overtaken by visual and other parts. I wonder what would be the

experience of sound for a congenitally deaf person be after they go through a cochlear implant? It would

certainly not be similar to what a normal person (non-deaf) perceive.

The experience of people who have these implants especially children is difficult to assess. The sound that

they hear would be absolutely new to them and their brain. If the parts of the brain (due to their congenital

deafness) have taken over the auditory cortex, then it could get extremely hard for them to adjust and perceive

this new input. It is also seen that some of these people develop some other issues due to the implant and are

not able to adjust to it even after many years of implant.

So, the neuroplasticity, on the basis of which cochlear implants have been proven to be helpful could also

result in difficulty in adjustment as the auditory cortex is not the same as expected. It is hard to say whether it

would actually be helpful or will prove harmful for congenitally deaf people.

Neural plasticity: A boon or bane for people with
cochlear implants?
NASHRA AHMAD, IIT GANDHINAGAR
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I truly admire the human capacity to endure all that falls upon us,

breaking, collapsing, and almost on the verge of dying from the

insufferable agony of loss, but never do we die. We put ourselves back

together, little by little, building, healing, trying incessantly to overcome

the loss, to forget it completely. And before we know it, we're there. A

place where we are not sure how we got over it, but to hell with it, we

got over it! Sure, we remember, every bit of the torture that we once

faced with open eyes, but we don't let it get in the way anymore. We've

known pain, shook hands with it, talked for hours and let it devour us.

But we've also let it go. We've closed the door. It's not locked, we're not

afraid to meet it again. But this time, we're better prepared for whatever

comes. We're warriors, with hidden weapons and an unconquerable

strength. 
 

We learn to move on. We laugh again, and we live again. And it leaves

me wondering, if it is a thousand pities or a thousand applauds, that we

survived what we were sure would kill us?

- AQSA SALIMUDDIN

From the thought cloud



My personal experiences in dealing with all challenges from all walks of life during this lockdown due to

COVID-19 with reference to perception, memory, thinking and decision making: -

The coronavirus COVID-19 pandemic is a defining global crisis of our time and the greatest challenge we

have faced since World War II. Since its emergence in Asia last year, the virus has spread to every continent

except Antarctica. Cases are rising daily in Africa the Americas, and Europe. Countries are racing to slow the

spread of the virus by testing and treating patients, carrying out contact tracing, limiting travel, quarantining

citizens, and cancelling large gatherings such as sporting events, concerts, and schools. The pandemic is

moving like a wave-one that may yet crash on those least able to cope. But COVID-19 is much more than a

health crisis. 

By stressing every one of the countries it touches, it has the potential to create devastating social, economic

and political crisis that will leave deep scars. Everyday people are losing jobs and income, with no way of

knowing when normality will return. Small island nations, heavily dependent on tourism, have empty hotels

and deserted beaches. The international labour organisation estimates that 195 million jobs could be lost. As

far as COVID-19 is concerned, I found it very stressful. I perceived it as a one of the scariest diseases which

nobody has ever dreamt about. Everything was going well, we were enjoying college days and were busy with

our studies, we were also enjoying the social life but suddenly this coronavirus (COVID-19) eventually

entered in our country and started spreading like a fire spreads in the forest. 

WHO declared it as a pandemic and as per the guidelines of the government we were asked to follow social

distancing as this is the only way to stop the virus. I felt like life has come to a halt and everything around the

world whether it is economy, education, employment etc., started deteriorating day by day. I personally felt

that this is all the result of our bad deeds and Allah (SWT) is examining all of us. Undoubtedly, this pandemic

has spread negativity all around but I personally feel that there is always a ray of sunshine. This pandemic

taught us to practice more and more hygiene. As we all are social animals and we are connected with each

other, this pandemic has taught us to do it more hygienically. Also, we are so busy enjoying life that we get

very less time to spend with our loved ones. This pandemic made our bonds much stronger than before. We

are spending great time with our family and loved ones. I also felt that people are more caring towards their

loved ones. 

During this lockdown we also got an opportunity to learn novel skills and work on our talents. I experienced

that all those members of the family who were not interested in household work are now more and more

engaged in it. I help my mum in the kitchen as much as I can and realized that how much work our mothers

do whole day without even complaining. Also one very positive thing that I perceived out of this pandemic is

that the earth is healing. Pollution levels decreased significantly, water bodies became very clear and waste

created by people disposing on the roads and water bodies, also went down. I found another very good thing

out of this pandemic that crime rates were drastically reduced. I perceived time passing more slowly if it is

empty, bringing in mind the proverb that- “A watched kettle never boils”. When there is a little perceptible

change, and it feels like nothing is really happening, time feels like it is stretched. Before this lockdown, we

were socializing, we were busy living our lives, but now we are bound to our homes.

Insights on living in a pandemic-hit world
AISHA SALEEM SIDDIQUI



We cannot meet our friends, relatives or any person close to us because we are asked to maintain social

distancing and undoubtedly it is very important for all of us nowadays to protect ourselves from this deadly

virus. Also, before lockdown we were able to go for shopping but now, we can’t even go out for our basic

necessities. Only one member of the family is given the responsibility to go to the market and buy the

groceries and other essentials.

College was going really good but now studies have come to an abrupt stop. The exams that I have been

preparing for months got postponed. I also miss all those activities that we used to do like travelling,

shopping etc. with full enthusiasm but now it seems impossible and the right thing to do. The first few days

of lockdown may seem enjoyable, but as the time passes, many people will feel different degrees of anxiety,

restlessness and despair. The coronavirus hit us by surprise.

Nobody ever thought that it would kill so many people, force countries to lockdown, shut schools and public

places and put our life on hold. During this chaos, we realize the weight of humanity, the implications of our

actions and how we are connected. While some people wait for borders to be opened, so that they can go

back home in the comfort of their beds, we hear the shouts of the migrants and daily wage workers who are

on roads with their families and are stuck due to the sudden and unplanned lockdown unable to go home as

transportation services have been shut down due to the pandemic. To add to their pain, they lack food to

consume given the cessation in their income. This had made me realize that all our issues are vague and

irrelevant in comparison to the plight of these workers. Instead of worrying about not being able to go out or

order food, we must do all that is in our power to help the needy in times such as these. This is indeed a true

test of our humanity and empathy towards each other.

If we stand together, we can fight together and therefore survive. My family and I made several very

important decisions that can be really helpful for us during this lockdown, like saving money and using other

essentials as economically as possible. Also, we only step out to buy things when we have a list of them, not

for one or two items. We maintain social distancing and do not come into contact with others unless and until

it is very urgent. We always wash our hands after touching anything. Another important decision was to

sanitize each and every item bought from the market as recommended by health experts and WHO.

Insights on living in a pandemic-hit world



about one’s own death motivate a wide range of

judgments and behaviors to keep up an individual’s

faith in his or her worldview and self-worth. It is also

suggested by their work that mortality concerns

contribute to nationalism, prejudice, and intergroup

aggression, as well as prosocial behavior and cultural

achievements. The more you get into it, the more it

gets engaging to keep you intrigued.

Coming back to what we were discussing about,

emotional numbness often comes to the rescue from

overwhelming stress, emotions, pain, and a sense of

helplessness about them. It brings us temporary relief

from the uncomfortable emotional situations and

becomes our most frequently used maladaptive coping

tool. It is maladaptive because it is a coping tool

defined by avoidance, denial, detachment, and

dismissal that blocks the ability for confronting,

processing, problem-solving, and managing of

emotions and experiences.  It can have long-lasting

consequences if we don’t learn to replace this coping

tool with a healthy one. Another point worth

mentioning is that there can be various other reasons

as well for someone to become emotionally numb like

a side-effect of medication, PTSD, grief, substance

abuse, mental/emotional/physical abuse, etc.

Collective emotional numbness, ft. mortality salience
UZMA SARWAT 

As I’m writing this now, I know that many of you

can relate to the idea that we might have been

caught up in an emotional time loop. Since the

past couple of months, when lockdown happened,

it seems like we are living the same day over and

over again. Everything just keeps on repeating and

nothing changes, for good at least. You feel like

you’re suspended in some emotionally neutral

fluid and you keep freely floating in it without

being able to escape from it. The pandemic has

pushed us all to a whole new world of confusion,

bizarre events happening each day, and alien

experiences.

No matter what news you get, you just can’t feel

differently about anything. Either it’s an

occasional void of emotions or a sense of

perpetual sadness lingering at the back of your

head. And it keeps you from actually living in the

moment or noticing that things are quite different

now from the time you stopped noticing them.

Further leading to an inability to fully participate

in your own life because you slowly begin to lose

access to your feelings and end up being more

distant and detached from others and yourself at

the same time.

Fun fact is that there’s nothing new with this

phenomenon, it has always been around in our

lives. The term used to explain this all is

’emotional numbness’. Just this time the twist is

because of it being ‘collective’ and with a tinge of

induced ‘mortality salience’. Mortality salience is

defined as a psychological state of a person who

consciously thinks about his/her own death.

Researchers have found that unconscious concerns
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A simple bug with the solution to this problem is

that there’s no single straightaway solution. One

has to find out what works best for them in

relieving the symptoms of emotional numbing.

Some tried and tested examples include

developing a support system, staying physically

active, getting adequate rest/sleep, finding ways

to better manage stress, and so on. You can also

engage in activities that have been cathartic for 

you or work on some of your indoor hobbies like

drawing, painting, music, writing, gardening, etc.

Please remember that you can always seek

professional help when it becomes too much.

You are not alone and reaching out is okay.Break

the loop, escape from the fluid, and reconnect to

yourself. Do not give up or let anything stop you

at any point in time. We’ve got this!

Collective emotional numbness, ft. mortality salience
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